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Vidget Flexible Seating System™
Fidget in your Vidget™

Did someone ever tell you to stop fidgeting in your chair 

and sit still? With the patented Vidget Flexible Seating 

System™, you don’t have to! Plus, it’s actually better for 

you. Vidget® inspires our bodies to move naturally and 

celebrates healthy learning!

Being able to fidget has proven to increase attention, 

focus and concentration. It creates a healthier environ-

ment by providing a safe and quiet way to release some 

of the endless energy kids, teens, and adults have.

EXPLORE

Vidget Flexible Seating™

Healthy Movement
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Modular & Versatile
3 - in -1  Patented Design

Healthy Movement

Vidgets provide a safe and quiet movement that 
helps students to release energy while in con-
trol of their own physical movement resulting in 
greater self-regulation.

Healthy Spaces

Transform your space with the Vidget Flexible 
Seating System™. The flexibility of using the 
Vidget as a fidgeting chair, a stool, or a desk 
supports the need for adaptable spaces.

Healthy / Blended Learning

Research proves that fidgeting while learning 
helps ALL students, but especially those with 
higher sensory needs. Vidgets are designed for 
the inclusive classroom environment.

Healthy Minds

Move your body, grow your mind. Studies have 
revealed that regular physical movement sup-
ports healthy minds by improving memory, focus 
and concentration.

CHAIR DESK STOOL

The Vidget® can transform from an active seat into a supported stool or flat desk surface by simply turning 
it over. The modular & versatile design of the Vidget Flexible Seating System™ provides many opportuni-
ties for collaboration by allowing students & teachers to build their own environments based on individual 
and group needs. 

Vidget 3-in-1 Flexible Seating System™



Early Childhood
Safe: Student Can’t Tip Backwards
Vidgets® meet the active needs of preschool, child care 
centers, schools and the home. Teachers love the ver-
satility of the Vidget and especially appreciate the ease 
of cleaning, durability and stackable feature. 

Allowing movement helps students to stay seated 
longer. Use during circle time, at the writing center or 
dramatic play area. Students stay on-task longer allow-
ing for increased concentration and focus.
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100 times better!

 When Pearl is in a Vidget, her behav-
ior is 100 times better than when she is 
in a normal chair.  She still has difficulty 
sitting long, but it makes a HUGE differ-
ence. Without it, she’s everywhere!

Lara, Pre-K Teacher

“



Elementary

Recent study of the Vidget® resulted in a 90% reduc-
tion in observable disruptive behaviors and 74% 
reduction in the number of times the teacher had 
to redirect students in just 3 weeks of converting the 
entire class from traditional chairs to Vidgets!
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So Grateful for Vidgets!

 One student was writing using 1-2 
sentences and is now sitting down for 
extended periods of time to write 5-6 
sentence paragraphs! I’m so grateful to 
have the Vidgets to give her the senso-
ry input she needs so that the output 
matches her ability level.  I think every 
Kindergarten class should have Vidgets!

Lora, Kindergarten Teacher

“

Promotes On-Task Behavior

NO TIP DESIGN
students get the 
movement they 

need safely

can’t tip
backwards



Middle & High School
Ideal for Inclusive Classrooms
Vidgets® meet the changing needs of the 21st Century 
Inclusive Classroom where diverse students come to-
gether with the goal of universal learning.  All students 
can benefit from the Vidget which helps to reduce stig-
mas associated with special education tools.

Great “tools” for my 
classroom
After only having the Vidget chairs in 
my room for less than a week, I have 
observed a noticeable increase in 
on-task behavior from students who 
use them. Students who sit in the 
chairs participate more and demon-
strate greater self-management. I am 
extremely excited and grateful to have 
these “tools” as part of my classroom.
Dan, 6th Grade Integrated Teacher 
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  7Libraries & Resource Rooms

Activate Learning Environments



Colleges & Universities
Classrooms  |  Libraries  |  Flexible Public Spaces
College students are just big kids who also benefit from 
healthy movement!  The 3-in-1 benefits of the patented 
Vidget Flexible Seating System™ inspires collaborative 
learning and flexible spaces.  

Use in the classroom, libraries, study areas and public 
spaces. Vidgets transform space in step with the active 
lifestyle of  college students.  Vidgets help students to 
think creativity - a chair doesn’t have to be just a chair.
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Perfect for Dorm Rooms
Modular & Versatile
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Vidgets naturally fit the needs of college students.  The 
modular & versatile benefits work great in small spac-
es like dorm rooms and apartments.  Place Vidgets 
in lounge areas to activate the space, provide healthy 
movement and inspire collaboration.

Inspire Healthy Spaces

Classrooms
Lounge areas
Libraries
Dorm Rooms
Apartments

**customize by adding your school logo 
and match school colors



Classroom Management
Easy to Carry & Easy to Clean
- Top handle makes for easy carrying
- Lightweight & easy to clean
- Stackable for organized storage
- No assembly required
- Fits under or on top of tables/desks
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Nesting allows for extended desk surface and classroom storage



Raving Reviews
Teacher & Student Reviews
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Coming Soon: Glow Vidget™

Attractive & extremely functional
Students enjoy using the Vidget in the classroom in a variety of ways, from writing to role playing. 
The chairs appear to help the children focus and help with proper posture at the writing center. The 
rocking function appeals to the children as well. The chairs are attractive and extremely functional.
Laurie, Teacher

“
Attention is better
I found the Vidget as a rocking chair very helpful for most students who used it during circle time 
and story time. It was soothing to some, and their attention was better.
Colleen, Teacher

Students are able to focus
Students who were unable to remain seated independently or maintain attention to task have 
improved in this area. It gives them just enough movement.
Niki, Teacher

6th Grade Student Comments - Integrated Classroom
The little bumpy things are helpful. The movement of the chair is helpful. Basically the whole chair is 
helpful.
I was able to focus in the chair mode with the bumpy things while moving. This helped me pay 
attention.
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Improves Attention and Focus

Fidgety fingers naturally find sensory bumps in side 
handles which provide a tactile and discrete texture to 
use when in need of extra sensory input. Therapy bands 
easily slide under the chair or tie to top handle to im-
prove gross motor skills and facilitate muscle tone.

I have noticed an improvement 
in attention span, participation 
and regulation in my students. 
They are happy and engaging in 
classroom routines & activities.
Tara, Teacher & Occupational 
Therapist

“Happy & Engaging

sensory bumps
in side handles



Therapy Tool
Allows for Self-Regulation

Stable and durable, the Vidget Flexible Seating Sys-
tem™ supports occupational, physical and speech ther-
apy in a healthy way by engaging the user’s vestibular 
and proprioceptive systems. Great for use a therapy tool 
for early childhood - adult.
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Therapy Benefits

- facilitates core muscle development
- improves balance & equilibrium
- provides proprioceptive input
- promotes sensory regulation
- engages vestibular system
- safe: can’t tip backwards
- ergonomic design
- large motor development



Sizes & Dimensions
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Early Childhood - College

toddler small medium large teen/adult
age range 2-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 13+
seat height (a) 10” 12” 14” 16” 18”
seat width (b) 11.7” 14” 15” 17” 19”
stool height (c) 10.8” 13.5” 15.8” 18” 20.4”
desk height (d) 15.5” 18.4” 21.5” 24.6” 27.7”
weight cap. 100 lbs. 150 lbs. 240 lbs. 320 lbs. 320 lbs.

d
c

a

b



Spaces Come Alive with Color

SPECIFICATIONS 
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Colors & Product Detail

Standard Colors
*custom colors available 

- Made of 100% recyclable low density polyethylene 
  UV resistant plastic (LDPE). 
- Rotational molded, one piece construction 
  for superior strength & durability. 
- Impact resistant.  Indoor or outdoor use.  
- Will not corrode or rust.
- 5 Sizes: toddler - adult
- Made in USA. 
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- ASTM & CPSIA Certified
- Use with light to make Vidget® glow for added 
  sensory input.

Product Details:
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3-in-1 flexible seating system

®

Viggi Corp.
1900 Empire Blvd.#147

Webster, NY 14580
+1 800.213.3172

info@viggicorp.com 
www.vidgetsystem.com
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